BP Plus Online

BP Plus Application

How To - Find and Export Transactions

The Privacy Officer will, in the first instance, reply to your enquiry within
30 working days and outline BP’s response to the complaint or request
additional information.

Changes have been made to the ‘Find and Export
Transactions’ function on the BP Plus Online portal

If the complaint is not resolved in a manner acceptable to the individual,
the individual may seek further assistance under the NPP including,
submitting the complaint to the Privacy Commissioner for review.
Contact BP
If there are any questions regarding the BP Privacy Policy or the way
that BP manages Personal Information or if there are any concerns
about BP’s treatment of Personal Information, then BP should be
contacted:
Via email: lisa.larsen@BP.com
In writing:
BP Privacy Officer GPO Box 5222
Melbourne VIC 3008
Telephone: +61 (3) 9268 4111
Changes to this privacy policy
BP reviews this privacy statement regularly and we reserve the right
to modify this privacy statement from time to time. We will place any
updates on bp.com.au. This privacy statement was last updated on 7
September 2012.
Hyperlinks
The BP website may provide links to other third-party websites which
are out of BP’s control and are not covered by this privacy policy. If
you access other sites using the links provided, the operators of these
sites may collect information from you which will be used by them in
accordance with their privacy policies, which may differ from ours and
for which BP takes no responsibility for. We encourage you to read the
privacy policies on the other sites that you visit.

This is a guide to help you understand

View the video tutorial

how to Find and Export Transactions

These ‘How to’ video tutorials
and PDFs are available at
bpplus.com.au

on BP Plus Online

You can access the ‘Find and
Export Transactions’ screen
from either:
+ The main menu under Transactions
or
+ The Sort Through Transactions
section on the homepage
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Searching for transactions

The Privacy Officer will, in the first instance, reply to your enquiry within
30 working days and outline BP’s response to the complaint or request
additional information.
If the complaint is not resolved in a manner acceptable to the individual,
the individual may seek further assistance under the NPP including,
submitting the complaint to the Privacy Commissioner for review.
Contact BP
If there are any questions regarding the BP Privacy Policy or the way
that BP manages Personal Information or if there are any concerns
about BP’s treatment of Personal Information, then BP should be
contacted:
Via email: lisa.larsen@BP.com
In writing:
BP Privacy Officer GPO Box 5222
Melbourne VIC 3008
Telephone: +61 (3) 9268 4111
Changes to this privacy policy
BP reviews this privacy statement regularly and we reserve the right
a combination
of filtersfrom
and time to time. We will place any
toUse
modify
this privacy statement
Advanced Search Options to limit
updates on bp.com.au. This privacy statement was last
updated
7
Did
youonknow?
the transactions to a specific card,
September 2012.
driver, vehicle, account, date range,
Only those transactions that are associated with accounts that you have access to will
receipt number, cost centre or
display in the Transactions Found list. You can check which accounts you have access to
Hyperlinks
by using the dropdown in the top right of the screen.
product type.
The BP website may provide links to other third-party websites which
are
out Search
of BP’s control
and are not
Click
Transactions
to covered by this privacy policy. If
you
access other
sites using the links provided, the operators of these
generate
the results.
sites may collect information from you which will be used by them in
The Transactions
Foundpolicies,
are listed
accordance
with their privacy
which may differ from ours and
inwhich
date order.
The
displays: for. We encourage you to read the
for
BP takes
nolist
responsibility
privacy policies on the other sites that you visit.

+ Card Number

+ The Account it relates to
+ Its Receipt number
+ The Location at which the
transaction took place
+ Products purchased
+ The Odometer reading
+ And the Purchase amount

Viewing transaction
details
Click on the location of the
transaction to:
+ View the address at which the
transaction took place and
+ view the location in the BP
Site Locator
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The
Privacy
Officer
in the first instance, reply to your enquiry within
Click
on the
datewill,
of the
transaction
to:and outline BP’s response to the complaint or request
30
working days
additional information.

details
of the
transaction
If+theView
complaint
is not
resolved
in a manner acceptable to the individual,
the individual may seek further assistance under the NPP including,
+ Update the Odometer reading or
submitting the complaint to the Privacy Commissioner for review.
+ Go directly to the card the
transaction relates to

Contact BP

If there are any questions regarding the BP Privacy Policy or the way
that BP manages Personal Information or if there are any concerns
about BP’s treatment of Personal Information, then BP should be
contacted:
Via email: lisa.larsen@BP.com
In writing:
BP Privacy Officer GPO Box 5222
Melbourne VIC 3008
Telephone: +61 (3) 9268 4111

Use the View Transaction Details
option to:

Changes to this privacy policy
BP reviews this privacy statement regularly and we reserve the right
to modify this privacy statement from time to time. We will place any
updates on bp.com.au. This privacy statement was last updated on 7
September 2012.

+ View more information than that
covered in the summary list – for
example, the GST amount and a
full list of transaction line items

Hyperlinks

+ Go directly to the card or account
the transaction relates to

The BP website may provide links to other third-party websites which
are out of BP’s control and are not covered by this privacy policy. If
you access other sites using the links provided, the operators of these
sites may collect information from you which will be used by them in
accordance with their privacy policies, which may differ from ours and
for which BP takes no responsibility for. We encourage you to read the
privacy policies on the other sites that you visit.

+ Browse through earlier or later
transactions made with this
particular card

Exporting transactions
to Excel
+ Click on the Export Transactions
to Excel button and save the file
to your computer
+ This will export the full details of
each transaction in your search
rather than the limited details
seen in the Transactions Found
list of the Find and Export
Transactions screen.
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The Privacy Officer will, in the first instance, reply to your enquiry within
30 working days and outline BP’s response to the complaint or request
additional information.
If the complaint is not resolved in a manner acceptable to the individual,
the individual may seek further assistance under the NPP including,
submitting the complaint to the Privacy Commissioner for review.

Video Tutorials & PDF Guides

Contact BP

suite
instructional
video
and
PDFs
on bpplus.com.au and in the BP Plus Online User Help
If thereAare
anyof
questions
regarding
thetutorials
BP Privacy
Policy
or are
the available
way
that BPGuide.
manages Personal Information or if there are any concerns
about BP’s treatment of Personal Information, then BP should be
+ Introduction to using BP Plus Online
+ Order and Update a Card
contacted:
+ Manage
your Account
Via email:
lisa.larsen@BP.com

+ Order and Update Cards in Bulk

+ Run a Report

+ Find and Export Transactions

In writing:
+ Manage Recurring Reports
BP Privacy Officer GPO Box 5222
Melbourne VIC 3008
Telephone: +61 (3) 9268 4111
Changes to this privacy policy

For more information contact BP

BP reviews this privacy statement regularly and we reserve the right
to modify this privacy statement from time to time. We will place any
updatesBP
on bp.com.au.
This privacy
statement was last updated
on your
7
Plus Virtual
Assistant
Email
September 2012.

BP Plus Online Portal

Hyperlinks

enquiry to

AUcustcare@bp.com

Or contact your

Sales Manager

The BP website may provide links to other third-party websites which
are out of BP’s control and are not covered by this privacy policy. If
you access other sites using the links provided, the operators of these
sites may collect information from you which will be used by them in
accordance with their privacy policies, which may differ from ours and
for which BP takes no responsibility for. We encourage you to read the
privacy policies on the other sites that you visit.
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